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                                                            Make Peace not war (lyrics) 

 

Hook:  

 

Make Peace not war, make peace not war, 

Make peace not war, it settles with the truth (2 times) 

 

 

Verse 1: 

 

See it for, what it is when it is they throwing hatred 

Like the beezlebuuls of death let the people take a breathe 

They even hate on hospice ministries let it go zap it 

Light a torch optimistic anything and rest 

 

Never said F money traded fill ups for the mind  

simply gratefully Still mentally we bless 

Pass the gossip that fuels the industry not our job description to fuel 

Sleepers with content while still they cause a mess 

 

Doing something positive and we ain’t soar about the way it went 

My brotha knows I care the mission heaven sent 

We can live with that no matter who hates 

He has his I’m fine with mine glad this lets me vent 

 

Need our energy to live and deal with the accusers 

Disrespectful gossipers confusers 

Leavin’ crumbs for the mind 

In rhymes wolf pack vibes every one climbs not oppressing the losers 

 

 

 

Hook:  

 

Make Peace not war, make peace not war, 

Make peace not war, it settles with the truth (2 times) 
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Verse 2 

 

Still seeking truth, that’s HIPHOP as we know it 

No-one makes the mogul cash but moguls keep glowin’ 

What you do don’t be envious honor simple things 

Or the system’ll let you know there’s a structure cash rulin’ 

 

Urban world is money, the mind or death 

Day at a time humbly before the divine confess 

discipline and we’ll tell ya right now 

He won’t like that his mind is a hub for content turned 

Into cash 

 

For free we’ll see that’s why we had to wake him up 

It’s how it’s done another brother code thankfully 

Switch it up turn oppressive tones back 

Our faith is mustard seeds planted in good soil 

Witness as it breeds 

 

Still writin’ music so people keep the R I P 

Not enough arms knocked out God’s thrown hustle peacefully 

Too many sleepers talkin’ bout’ the question straggling 

It’s a spiritual conclusion learn how to live and let it be 

 

 

 

Hook:  

 

Make Peace not war, make peace not war, 

Make peace not war, it settles with the truth (2 times) 

 

 

 

Outro: 

 

We must remember to remind ourselves and others to renew 

Our minds. The gossip feeds on itself and wants to involve 

us so we have to detach. Be optimistic or pessimistic, 

Positive or negative on a situation.  Maintain peace… 

 

 

 

(Cool guys…much love…just getting’ stuff off our chest… 

Peace to all the veteran warriors out there who are more 

recently drawing on purple grimaces…be careful… 

there’s a dangerous catch…at least from what we can read from it…peace) 1love… 


